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You know that government harassment of dissidents has become literally insane the very moment it begins including public toilets. The mentally disabled state in the electronic wheelchair of its surveillance apparatus takes even these unavoidable functions as playing fields of its hubris, manipulating the condition of a site up or down to whatever fits into its totalitarian script. But instead of lengthy grey theory let there be a concrete example of its madness.

Say, for example, the democratic state blocks access to one sex but not the other for the mere motive of forcing in a choice between looking on and relying on others to look aside, and pretending that was part of what imagines itself as an interactive dialogue between harassment target and terrorist government. In that case it can only be stated with all due emphasis that this conduct out of this position ranks any election booth of it below a public cubicle as a result of its own deliberate attempt to rank itself above thereof. It is widely seen that any such arrangements are systematic insanity bearing the potential to morally deprecate entire health care systems.

But let us turn the example on its feet: Say, for example, before you encounter the state-made set-up you use another public toilet. It is just being cleaned, and that is being done from the inside out, which is why one sex is blocked and you choose to use the empty other section just ahead of its routine cleaning. The clerk puts the bucket on the other sink as you wash your hands. Done. Then the aforementioned example as it comes up along the bottleneck of your way has no meaning left. It is all empty fraud plus proof of insane government obsession. And a fatally dangerous one – after all, these are the same people who also pursue covert poisoning assaults in the streets, and we already know that their brakes do not work properly according to internationalist standards.

The unavoidable example is being mentioned so prominently because it indicates a fundamental misunderstanding of human society by the surveillance technology criminals of the democratic state. Human life is not a playing field for their vanities but to be left to these it concerns for themselves as a matter of fundamental principle. This can be generalised to the most sacred functions of life whose likewise abuse once fully realised without being dragged into the public will be triggering the most appropriate expectations of grave consequences. I repeat, fundamental because forged respectively forced asymmetric inter-action of the described kind does all but suffice as an unshakeable foundation of rule of law or anything.

There have been several publications in this series taking focus on this elementary issue, and each from another direction – what it means to them, what is means to us, what it means to Nature, whereas ‘it’ means the major challenge of this era and age, the roll-back, punch-down and take-out of these destructive and obstructive techniques. This release is about how to remove the entirety of the enemy’s projected influence without bringing about a pre-emptive loss.

It is a matter of fact that the cultural distance between us and them is as far and wide as it is. They are brain-dead servants of hierarchy and commerce, we are free people. Where they see an insurance advice campaign, we see a subsidised ice-cream sale. Where they see a bundle of flagpoles, we see a tipi. Where
they see a herd of cattle, we see a bunch of loose screws. What is the difference? Making one screw is difficult. Making many is easy once definitions are made. With the cattle it is the other way round.

It should be added that neither example is merely coincidental. Exactly the opposite. The capitalist state never evolved beyond the level of handling people as cattle. It never reached the level of understanding that human rights are like serial parts of a big idea – protecting them for one is difficult, but for a huge population it gets easy. Unless there is no understanding, or even worse mal- and misunderstanding taking itself at face value. So do not try to teach that to a moron, since it could imagine you were interested to trade one for another.

This is an asymmetric conflict because the subject matter is so, not because of our choice. Asymmetry means that the wise person will think about how it would feel to be stupid once in a while, and may even perceive irony in finding it as it is, while the stupid person never desires to become wise because it imagines that it already was. The result thereof are the most brain-dead superficial emulations of what it will never be, always failing to the next significant detail of irregularity in thought behind the corner.

Asymmetry means that the wild animal knows of death while the cattle do not. The revolutionary activist is aware of putting its life at risk not only immanently but transcendentally as well, knowing that it might get lost in the struggle even when it is not taken by an enemy. The government employee is not aware thereof and imagines its life being taken in a fight would be the only way to loose it. It could not be more wrong. It has hooked up its life to its oath, so when the oath comes down the life is over. This is the original purpose of the swearing ritual – in wild societies there are no prisons, while stable ones are a crown of thorns on their own heads.
Ten Screws

Number: One
Title: Louvre Knifeman Dispatched to Disrupt Research
Date: Tuesday, Feb 7th 2017
Name: Rasko Resh

Content: The recent knife attack at the leading French museum was an early stage of a data-repository-guided terror attack against a scientific research project currently taking place in some of the conservation spaces of the institution, a spokesperson of an emergency board meeting there said on Monday. According to nanotechnology professor Radi follwoter, by means of files left in the apartment used by the knifeman it was to be filtered out as the most likely explanation that the attacker intended to hit a research project under his hands.

Follwoter said that the unnamed researcher had mandated him to disclose an abstract of the at this point already significantly more likely than not successful project to provide a comprehensive instruction set how to make an electronic microscope for home archaeology out of a microwave oven, a digital book browser and a screwdriver. The scientist was quoted with the explanation that the attack code was meant to trigger a circuit meltdown as to put users into danger, and that it was recommended to also obtain and read the oven’s fuse technical manual before following any instructions.

Follwoter said the attack was related to an Egyptian group of scientists, which due to penetration issues with the military dictatorship had been put on hold from obtaining interim results. He added that the Egyptian group’s response to being distanced to a role of promoting the project inside their cultural realm after showing signs of covert infighting in normal interaction had come to be seen as the most likely motivation of the assault.

The session was convened because it was decided that it had become necessary to completely research and safeguard the application of the device upon itself, or situations related to the making thereof, already at the current stage of development.

In its current peer-circulated state, the open source kernel code contains a double back to delay and forth to reportation re-entrant safeguard construction, which is also being employed flawlessly in British railway and other systems. The code even bolstered the likelihood of truth in the assumption that no chance of success was to be seen in guessing attacks, as it was based on a copy and paste modification of a legitimate software security warning dressed up as a phoney upgrade, suggesting not to use the proven kernel safeguard. That mistake would be made in the early configuration state of an operation skin boasting with a more impressive output appearance.

Since the disruption attempt occurred, the microscope has been successfully employed as ever amongst others by an Ecuadorian research group working on mountaineering leftovers remaining from that country’s colonial occupation era. Follwoter cited a press conference in Quito displaying detailed inside views of representative samples of these artefacts, and showed photographs of the discoveries being celebrated as a surge in national self-sufficiency in the streets of the Andean country.

In the past, the research had already helped to trace depleted uranium found in Arabia to a reactor plus fuel pool in Itisor Gardo, Italy, from where it had been given to Britain for reprocessing and later appeared on a military aerial vehicle. Other open development prototypes are used to scan flotsam in Australia for characteristic patterns of aircraft manufacturing, and to examine flora preserved by radioactive contamination in Belarus for signs of climate change impact.

Follwoter pointed out that the reliability of the device safety algorithm had been extensively tested in a good luck experiment spontaneously pursued by a museum assistant. Back then, the bored librarian put a copy of
Jewish religious scripture under the microscope in order to obtain advices for his son’s homework on the causes of ideological prejudice. There was no prior peer consultation since the non-commercial device has been routinely used in place of commercial internet search services.

The result on the screen was a trilogy in five books in which twenty of the Pharaoh’s snitches survive the escapee’s death march’s turning of tide between oppressed and oppressors, and form an incubator conspiracy around their religious leader, who is then dragged into considerable haggling by means of prolonged attempts to outmatch them under the table with a pretext of succession issues. Follwoter said the scientist had already insisted in the past that the storyline be named after his family, and that researcher therefore had come to describe this specific profile of toxic asset mismanagement as the “Proetarian Syndrome”, which is like the proletarian in the proletariat except for one letter, making up a difference whether they were carved into one stone or several ones.

Mr. Proetarian then in a next step had diverted exhibition funds to pay for the production of a printed copy of the electronic penta-trilogy, and put that book under a microscope once again for a second stage of the experiment. The result was a detailed architectural description of the Pharaoh’s secret facility to incubate a thousand snitches of the described kind from abducted children. The spokesperson stressed that the Egyptian peer group member turned knifeman had been interested in the “PS 1.000” research files.

Particularly, the attacker was busy with the description of what he called the “snitch switch,” an installation whose description implied that the Pharaoh had had centralised electricity. Apparently, in the early stages of their programming, snitches were suggested that the mass programming facility could be handled by means of one giant switch located deep inside the multi-level-contained and deliberately incomprehensively structured complex. The switch could be described as a kind of forked broomstick with electrical contacts laying open on the wall in safe distance to the handler.

The Louvre museum spokesperson concluded that the further microscopic investigation of a printout of the PS 1.000 sub-sub project file which had been pursued after the Egyptians were slashed off the list brought about the description of a tool to be used for the removal of hot bridging between the fuse insertion contacts next to the switch. He added that since the attack the Egyptians were again receiving data, but only such resulting form the microscopic investigation of the attack code chip.

Number: Two
Title: Strategic Emergency Declared Upon Eastern Europe
Date: Wednesday, Feb 8th 2017
Name: Javier Kumara

Content: In a statement at Moscow International Relations School (Mirsch), newly appointed Unitednations chairman Antonin Guderez today declared the condition of formal strategic emergency over the region of Eastern Europe. According to the body’s charter, this means that the Secretary General has vetoed any form of military or political confrontation taken by any member or non-member states, and made change an unavoidable precondition for his own activity there. The short statement was delivered at the end of a question and answer session of a lesson on the history of the Soviet Union, which the politician has attended as a guest. Over the recent days and weeks, the region has seen a rush of deployments and tactical material shipments far beyond the usual conflict hotspots.

In the talk titled after her paper “Stone and Scissors – How Einstein proved Stalin wrong”, Somali freelance journalist Emice Cabi Sleyer had argued about what she called “a congenital error” of the Soviet Union. This is
meant in reference to a misunderstanding pursued by its founders. According to Sleyer, the fact that “big things are not like small things in big” is just as obvious as the famous scientific formula illustrating that there is an upper limit for speed set by the light. In her argument, this derives immediately from the nature of gravitation.

For example, when a human body made of matter raises a hand to touch its nose, it knows exactly how much force to apply for a smooth result. But if anyone tried to apply these very same movements to a bigger or smaller body scaled up to a multitude or fraction of this size, they would be likely to break their own face or finger. The reason for this being so is natural inertia – the amount of energy to be put into a piece of matter changes with size according to a non-linear variation, since the fundamental structure of either is not being scaled up as well but scaled upon in another ratio, and there is an underlying constant.

For Sleyer this means if two or three villages in the countryside come together in order to pursue land reform to enhance their condition, and maybe get their neighbours to join in, it is not a model for entities of the size of nation states to form unions for the above-said purpose. In biology, the external skeleton, to which the community organisation may be seen as an equivalent, is limited in size, and even if the atmosphere had a tighter pressure or a richer chemical composition there would not be bigger insects of the same form as the small ones because as their bodies scale up linear, the maths of their movement in the air does not.

Flying animals of the next size class, like birds, have temperature regulation, such as Anarchists do have a sense of right and wrong without having to look it up in a law. And the notorious dinosaurs also do have internal skeletons, but just like insects lack self-regulation of body temperature and therefore only can develop, suffice and operate in surplus energy environments, paying their unlike-insects size with an unlike-insects incapability to stand competition. According to Sleyer, if local communities are like living beings created inside small external skeletons, then super-national blocs are the same scaled up with internalised structures, and nation states currently taken as showcase normal are like reptiles whose medium size classes have died out due to bird and mammal competition.

The most profound implication this bionic insight has in stock for both villagers and diplomats is that accumulation does not work. It works within some range, like the mammal may go from foetus to grown-out, but it cannot grow like money on a millionaire’s account. It does not work to begin with one village installing a mayor and incrementally collect an electoral college until the whole territory is organised without ending up with something completely different than intended. It does not work to begin with one nation pulling itself out of a disastrous alien-inflicted war and collect a coalition council until the whole world is changed without the same effect. In a subtle logical irony, in the double negation exceptionally small “small to big” is in fact as flawed as big “small to big.”

She replied to an audience question from an elderly sliver-lined central European diplomat on the consequences of her theory for everyday politics that unlike the Soviet Union which basically was a grain truck running over Eastern Europe, the tractor-and-trailer carriage of Nato and European Union that ran over Western Europe and crashed into its East does not have an internal but an external fuel supply chain, and that it has grown to a dimension putting the globe in danger. As a result, the region has been experiencing a fossil bubble taking external for internal supply, profoundly misunderstanding its own role in the world, and becoming volatile to deception and entrapment.

For example, there is a so-called campaign of economic sanctions rammed along the n-euro carriage’s way by Unitedstates establishment and targeted against Russia under the pretext of its self-defence against dangerous illusions in its neighbourhood fuelling from the “big misunderstanding” of the consequences of the nature of the energy dependency. She lambasted that among the most cynical of politicians in Unitedstates, Eastern Europe is being traded as a kind of retro-capitalist virgin-land where underpaid janitors come to imagine they were running shop if only their bosses are patting their shoulders once in a while, with the propaganda of
sanctions serving as a quite clumsy scapegoat distraction.

In response to a student who introduced himself as a junior research fellow from Havana, Cuba she commented that many in Africa quickly have come to find the contradictory behaviour of Unitedstates in the immediate aftermath of the regime change there disturbing and questionable. While a fresh president had displayed initial signs to correct a faulted policy line upon Russia, his closest supporters would not transpire likewise ambition or were even headed into the wrong direction. This may be related to insufficient attention being paid there to the insights of biological evolution, under a pretext of religious ideology.

She cited the Ukrainian fiasco where the lack of understanding of the meaning of the external fuel supply chain has not only led to a military coup with bloody aftermath and mutually locked territorial claims, but as a blowback also blasted the Unitedstates’ established standing in the Chechen war and had the Arab resources hitherto bound there swing into battle in favour of what came to be known as the Islamic State in today’s Syria and Iraq. When it is being said Unitedstates had kind of created the so-called Daesh group, it would also be valid that the medieval European aristocracy created Unitedstates by defrauding these pulling their carriage so badly that they would break off and maybe even rotate sides.

She pointed to a steady drumbeat of ever more horrible reports from the Philippines in order to illustrate how Eastern Europe might look in a generation when the tide has turned against the established cronies there and coming generations are not properly taught to distinguish drumsticks from batons or make a difference between traffic, finance and crime regulators. The Northatlantic policy has not developed much since the Wilson era, the president which changed its stance on entering the world war as civilian covers of covert arms shipments drew torpedoes but continued despite of interception and decipher of the most gleeful hit reports posted back to central command by torpedo crews.

Once the historical necessity of land reform broke through and the Czar’s regime was finished by its own military defeat, the region remained contained by rivalling spheres of influence as in the aristocratic era, like a room with two opposite doors. The most fundamental of land reforms, the general change of global role, is still to take place. It was in view though before the nuclear weapons came in and has been expected to return only with the abolition of these, prompting even the most culturally illiterate of Unitedstates presidencies to pay at least some amount of lip service to the unimpeachable nature of this historical necessity. If Europe were a continent, central Europe would be the battlefield place, but since it is an Asian subcontinent that role it shifted to the East of it.

When after an intense session nearing overtime no further hands were being launched into the air, Guderez stood up from a back seat, allowed for the external media taboo to be temporarily lifted, and then made the statement of the following wording: “As people who can tell have heard, the situation of Eastern Europe is the first thing to be changed for a way out of the global deadlock of state-sponsored terrorism and away from the big hands fingering around in small lives attitude and behaviour that brought it about. According to the relativity clause, as an Unitednations Secretary General I declare strategic formal emergency over this region as of now.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Three
Title: Safety Warning Issued For „Proetarian Syndrome” Research
Date: Friday, Feb 10th 2017
Name: Rasko Resh
Content: In the case of the self-made microscope project that provoked a terror attack in France (this site reported), a further safety warning was released on Friday. This one however is not related to social struggle
but to individual errors. If or when you apply the technology, do not turn a subject into an object. It may lead to you not understanding the erroneous character of the microscopic view thereof.

Project mailing lists handling the upbeat public interest in the aftermath of the French attack currently are discussing the case of a student in Iceland who had come to join the research efforts this week with his own home installation and did something that was not tested before. The student known under his screen name Mr. Plain took the “Proetarian Syndrome for a Thousand” archive data he had obtained into his own hand and put the hand under the microscope.

There was no injury, the internal reports insisted, as the technology is developed secure and programmed not to hurt live fabric. But the result of the application that appeared on the screen then confused him with a view of what his hand would have been under Babylonian captivity. In his comment, the young man argued that he felt better now, but it had been profoundly weird to get to know something as grotesque and alien to him such as barbarian deprivation of human rights on something as well-trusted as his own right hand.

He wrote checking the input data felt “like banging my fist at my forehead,” as to get accustomed to the tonality of the personality distortion. Babylonian Captivity, a term derived from a rare both survived and documented encounter of a desert tribe with an hydraulic empire, is a condition of dependency on a monopoly power under conditions of occupation or displacement. In it, every move and decision is surrounded by hostile force, and people usually report it feels like walking in water compared to walking in air as to the uneasiness caused by the resistance of the surroundings against spontaneous movements – if not like an insect trapped in glue.

It is different from outright assimilation though, such as arranged marriage is different from a marriage ban, but equally distant from love. Once “babies” arrive the forced marriage turns into a death trap. Yet that is not the source of the name of it, but just the other way around this broad invective against infants is a derivative thereof. A “baby” is an infant that is not, or not fully, desired by its parents, because desire is not, or not fully what brought them together. The term leans upon the “peak plantation” empire, such as the name of the last one in that row leans upon the Hindu deity.

The accidental tester reported that in the view of himself which he had obtained, he was an administrative director, although it was not specific of what, and found that both his right and left hand men were pre-selected with an agenda hostile to his ambition. According to Plain, it felt like being a mere servant or employee of a distortion of his own ego, which was worse than being ridden by something clearly unrelated.

The fresh research fellow, who also is a musician, said that in the nightmarish display content that he obtained the captive was ordered under an anonymised government decree to produce a song about the ingredients list printed on a jam glass, and despite he did not take work home from the job found his desk there arranged for that specific purpose.

Once remembering the meaning of the sub-project’s name, he finally helped himself out of the nonsense trap by repeating the experiment with a jam glass and obtained a business card of the world’s supreme leading model in the field of optical glasses fashion, of whom he would only mention that it was someone he absolutely had not expected in that role.

A science lawyer involved in the research post argued that Plain had used the microwave device beyond its manufacturer-declared purpose and formally agreed with an open source license anchored in individual responsibility. He said that before getting into details of the configuration of Proetarian’s Syndrome he was already able to state that Babylonian Captivity was generally sticky.
This means that many situations of it run closely along free life with only very few very significant parameters affected, and therefore even from the outside and certainly more so from the inside require awareness that the impression of parallels meeting in infinity is an optical illusion enabled by specific geometric configurations.

He elaborated that Plain had been able to help himself because he came to the same genealogical imagination that spawned Proetarian’s finding, namely the thought that the grotesque oppressive scenario in the fiction could as well be an inappropriate homework tossed to an innocent child by a bad teacher. Once he had chosen to handle the task from the outside it bore no further danger.

Had he identified with the depiction, there would have been the risk of forgetting the way out, and since it is only fiction, getting erratically pawned at the next opportunity, as opposed to getting decided upon in willingless condition like an actual captive. It was concluded that the ethical implications in the application of the microscope on living beings, and be it only oneself, are to be mapped as areas still to be fully researched.

The best method for this is a consistent line to complete investigations of dead things such as paperwork or artefacts to a level at which the need to make further changes to the apparatus and configuration has dried out for a while, and only then decide over potential risks without regret. A terror attack headed into their direction should not make anyone loose their senses with regard to maintaining a logical order of things in time and space as well. It was advised to check the microscopic analysis of the attack itself.

Number: Four
Title: German Regime Change Soaked In Partisan Hysteria
Date: Saturday, Feb 11th 2017
Name: Seigmar Schurz-Landmann

Content: Thorwald the Abgar on the presidency succession scheduled to take place this weekend in the central-European arms manufacturer and proliferator

Q: What is the change in Berlin?
A: The junta that swept in their now incumbent candidate on the back of a troop deployment for the propping up of a military coup in Mali has come to realise that it has definitely failed to conquer the hearts of domestic opponents, and is eroding. Their head has come to the conclusion if he stays on it can only lead to clearer individual responsibility, and that is something he is not interested to take for the results of his actions. Hence the succession, preceded by a parliamentary test vote to bolster up the Mali occupation.

Q: And the successor is clean with regard to this crime?
A: In the same superficial sense as liberals are clean of conservative bribe or peer pressure. A donkey driver of a cleric is being replaced because he failed to win a conflict which was caused by the effects of German arms exports, which he wanted to compensate for with more militarism. That is German soldiers deployed to the heart of Africa to collect the shotguns Germany dropped there to mass murderers to isolate domestic opponents from their allies. Gauck failed to achieve this, because he did not properly try to convince today’s domestic opponents of the sincerity of his effort, and is being replaced with Steinmeier, who was directly involved into the arms delivery.

Q: How do you know?
A: When the Germans delivered the arms, the local bastard allowed in a second airplane whose cargo was special forces. These special forces had been built up half a decade ago after Unitedstates lead Israeli special forces into Germany. Yet as they bombed their way into the hostage plane, the Israelis eavesdropped on the chain of command and leaked their radio message to the Mogadishu airport tower in real time, with the result of more German special forces swarming the prison cells of the political prisoners there that were scheduled for exchange and assassinating them. Steinmeier was then dispatched to complain to the Israelis for their indiscretion, because his superiors had desired the prisoners would commit suicide in isolation. But Tel Aviv botched that plan because they felt it was a copy-cat action of Entebbe.

Q: Again, how do you know?

A: A few years ago the German defence minister was forced into resignation. He had been interviewed about his military deployment in Afghanistan and displayed such a poor performance in defending it to a journalist, that it drew the amusement of his colleagues after it was pointed out that his argument showed that he had totally forgotten of the German marine deployment in the Indian ocean near Africa’s Eastern coast. Alarmed by this degree of incompetence, Steinmeier came to talk the issue in negotiations with Unitedstates. Here he came upon a veteran lawyer who had worked for both sides in the hostage drama, and sort of commanded him to defraud one side thereof in order to help keep the lid on the proliferation scandal. Since in Unitedstates a military bureaucrat can only command his direct subordinates and not anyone on the lower payment level, his behaviour was deemed inappropriate by Unitedstates as well and spoiled his appearance. As a result, they pocketed the gaffe minister. The lawyer then got in contact with a leaking platform.

Q: And the arms exports have not stopped?

A: No. There are more arms being sold, and more jobs created by deploying soldiers for training locals in their use. Germany is not the world’s largest arm exporter, but its arms exports are Germany’s largest economic engine. That makes it the world’s largest core business arms exporter. The two bigger arms exporters, the Americans and the Russians, in their core businesses are currency respectively fossil energy exporters. Yet Teutonic Germany closing shop for arms would be as clear a measure as Saudi Arabia closing shop for oil. Purely by the spirit and letter of international law, you can take what every Secretary General of Unitednations so far has said about carbon, namely that it is an addiction, and send in Duterte in a blue helmet to dismantle their arms industry.

Q: But?

A: I prefer it to be shut down without a Crusade. The situation is bad enough. That military occupation is inflicted upon Africa to ensure governments there are too cowardly to complain shows that these people know very well that once Unitedstates are gone the issue of arms proliferation is once again going to be negotiated from scratch, and the evidence is very clearly on the table. Even the Berlin regime understood this, as could recently be observed in its half-baked attempts to appear to be selling fewer arms by selling bigger arms that might not circulate as quickly as the small ones. There is no shutdown without shutdown. In the best case, alternative movements from the inside are going to close shop on arms before it has to be requested from the outside. But the culprits are suggesting their compatriots, we may close that shop after you vote for us. Only after you open shop for whatever sells like crack we may cease our war business. Well, we can learn from that that the crusades were more of an economic than of a moral aberration.

Q: How?

A: From their choice of targets. The Muslims were just one of their targets, not because there would have been so much to gain there, because fossil oil was still a sealed technology, but because the conquest of the Northern
European Plains from the indigenous tribes was taking such a toll of the population in the inherited Roman settlements in Christian central Europe that the oligarchs felt at least for propaganda purposes they also needed to do something straight out of the book, such as going after locations specified therein.

Q: Why?

A: After Rome was overrun, the fortresses were torn down, but the settlements of economic contractors to the military remained. In what was a territory of indigenous tribes liberated from foreign imperialist occupation, there now were rackets of loose collaborators with the capacity to humiliate and abuse any region in the subcontinent from their monopoly positions. When the struggle whether the governors are to appoint the clerics or the clerics the governors heated up to a certain degree, it was exported. That is to be understood quite literal. The most excited from both sides were mixed together and dispersed upon external enemies for tactical meddling in a wider strategic impasse.

Q: Isn’t that incredible?

A: The effort to drain the Northern swamps and enslave the native tribes was so barbarian that it technically required a disposal space for these in it that would have to be re-dispatched for the practical reason of curbing excesses. I just remind you of the Blackwater corporation inadvertently humiliating President Santos of Colombia by trying to sell his used death squads to the government of Bahrain, and how the arms industry gave him a Sock Puppet Award for it; after the whistle blow by the Pakistani woman artist to whom they had earlier tossed the damned thing like a bloody butterfly mine. It was neither an option to execute them in dishonour, nor to integrate them into the central administration, nor to mix them into a sleepwalking society. So they looked into the book, and thought, oh we may do something everybody must see as loyalty to our forefathers’ written will, and send thugs in sheepskins to Jerusalem.

Q: Why did the Israelis not give the Germans in Mogadishu the free hand to unfold their result themselves?

A: They might have misperceived the installation of special forces as a sign of independence, which they might have resented, especially given the history of this case. The occupied country had no special forces for a quarter of a century. But then again, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict having been taken to Munich is logical since it was Munich were the Czech border conflict was ignited, and insiders on all sides of the Jerusalem situation consent in few other things than that this is the prototype case emulated in it. Then, it might have been a humiliation issue with regard to the relationship between the colonialist apparatus of Britain and the zionist nation of Israel as it was approved by Unitednations, in which they experienced this, and maybe they imagined to pass on the idea like a hot potato not like a hot head.

Q: Oh my.

A: By the way, they are a protected relic, never load more upon them than goes on the Christians around them. Historically, what matters is if any such incident came to bother them, there was no need to use public airwaves instead of the nuclear hotline. Had Germany built special forces before the installation of the hotline it might have to be seen differently. But so, Germany’s finest political prisoners of that generation ended up assassinated because some bloody lurkers out there were too unprofessional to work on the level of mutually agreed paperwork. And too cowardly to put the German arms proliferation plans in East Africa on the hotline before it would come to the worst, because deep inside themselves they felt ashamed for Entebbe. And then these people were using the doors it opened for corruption as if it had been their own achievement. After all, the Palestinian insurgents who had taken the plane to Mogadishu to liberate the German prisoners had a reason why to oppose this configuration.
Q: So this is a step toward more sovereignty.

A: No. As little as the installation of a Mubarak era bureaucrat in Egypt was. It could be if the bureaucrat is toppled though. In pre-war Iraq, Unitednations' “oil for food” program was not a true help, from thereon you can rewind yourself to understand how “arms for hostages” works or more precisely fails in the sense of resolving an exception for the cost of a much more undesirable deprecation of normalcy. Steinmeier and his party are icons of the economy of war, and in the current configuration of the military-industrial complex that means they follow Unitedstates against Russia whatever the issue may be, because in wartime capitalism the structure of the political decision is determined by the structure of the arms market. More sovereignty can only be found in pursuing the disarmament and dismantling of the military before that is externally required. If a government has the capacity to besiege the opposition then it can instead besiege the occupier, and if it does not then it is a traitor.

Q: There is a perception, or more precisely a narrative that the successor represented an opposition party.

A: That party was set up by the government a generation before the world war, after it prohibited the communist party in the aftermath of the clampdown on and deportation of the successful communists in France. It agreed upon the first world war and disagreed with the second, just like Unitedstates liberals in the Iraq war. It is a relic from a time when the German government also paid speakers to preach antisemitism as an official state doctrine. His party’s current political role is to catch up the fallout of the European Union bureaucracy. At the time of the Mogadishu scandal in 1977, it was the ruling party of Germany. The conservative party is much younger since none of its incarnations survived world wars. Steinmeier is a lure of a bureaucrat dump, a toxic asset.

Q: So what?

A: The Germans need a leadership vacancy until the disarmament is implemented, and alternatives to the Teutonic Federation must be able to unfold freely in this generation. There has been a change in the political constellation with the rise of an Alternative Party dominating the other small parties and forcing the Conservatives and the Liberals to either come together or to Alternatives. The Teutonic Federation should be formally abolished just like the Soviet Republic there was, and not be perceived as a kind of award. The purpose of obtaining cultural hegemony in the opposition field is not to prolong the Teutonic Federation or European Union, but to lead the way out of it by establishing a true three-party equilibrium as it did not exist in this place yet. Maybe that will allow sufficient competition to make the representative system work properly.

Number: Five
Title: Grimmelshausen Nagaland Visit Conclusion Statement
Date: Monday, Feb 13th 2017
Name: Rita Malthus

Content: This is the full transcript of the statement by the United Nations Special Envoy to the remote hermit kingdom within India in the course of his return to the World Heritage Conservation Office, as delivered in the transit area of Dubai airport hub in front of a mob of plane spotting journalists.

"Hi all. I am going to tell you a story that may break your heart even if you are not following that crowd holding hostage your eyes and ears. I came to Nagaland to meet the leaders of the place or anyone in their emergency succession chain but I met a nightmare. A nightmare that has brought about much rumour and confusion and commercial media stampede running to happen."
"As everyone in the world has heard, there are no leaders there or they are impossible to find. When I asked inhabitants in the streets, I always got the same answer: They are hiding inside a natural cavity. But where ever I asked for guidance to the place, all I got were ashamed giggles. Finally an old lady who who happened to fetch something from her standalone house just as I happened to pass by was able to give me a hint."

"She directed me to a temple whose name was derived from a natural cavity in the hill looking down upon it. Being nearly deaf, she taught me that the place’s name is only a tiny pronunciation variation than the words locals use for a specific human body cavity. I felt she was standing out in refreshing contrast to many others and thanked her."

"As I came to the described site, the temple turned out to be well run without any pretext for complaint by a group of three foreign Vaishnava who did not understand anything of the language other than flawlessly reciting even the most lengthy of prayers and chants in their presumably Central Asian intonation. Learning of my interest, a local Elder was so kind to get me an appointment with the clerics and an interpreter."

"I asked to be directed to the country’s leader. They ordered to tell me that she had been assassinated by terrorists and that the defenders of the faith regarded all self-proclaimed successors as rogue warlords. So I asked them, this time not as managers but as clerics, what they would recommend me to do to fulfil my mission."

"They said their faith commanded them to believe that terrorism had a meaning bigger than that packed into it by the terrorist. They gave me a huge book of scripture and a table, asked me to take the calendar date of the terror act as a bookmark, and showed me the chapters of which they said their pronunciations were close to Nagaland’s assassinated leader’s name. Wow. Finally something to research and report."

"The first hit was a description of an ancient warlord and his demise in which I immediately recognised the international terrorist Obama, although they wouldn’t because that one is largely unknown there. In the second hit they said they recognised their slain leader and what she felt about it at the moment crystal clear. The third hit was a chapter that ended just one verse before our bookmark. The fourth was far out of addressing range."

"The fifth got one of the temple servants make a gesture to the translator, who showed us a framed copy of the slain President’s last written will, and is what they termed a moral verdict on the fraud scandal attached to it. The sixth hit they said was an abstract of forensic evidence on the perpetrators’ motivations and rebuke of their claims they were only following orders. There was no seventh one, but one of the men added that bookmark number five could also be read backwards without an addressing error."

"We did and got further hints of extraordinarily specific nature with regard to the terror tactics used in the assault. The interpreter said the number of hits was exceptionally high and emphasised the gravity of the loss. They asked me to pass on some self-made incense to whoever might be able to help any further. Here you are. I had to conclude that this was clearer a result than anything to be found in the streets."

"Now let me say something about the thug that seized power there in her succession: He stopped short of openly praising the terror attack on his predecessor and instead claimed that he had made all choices right, suggesting it would somehow have been her own fault to get killed by a terrorist while having her wheelchair driven through the crowds. He’s a traitor. Very obvious."

"How can you see that? He is a traitor because he claims to have done something right as part of the wrong. As you know, Nagaland’s National Assembly is not a parliament with daily sessions in a building for the purpose with clearly defined membership and access but an irregular meet-up by an undefined number of people of
which all that matters is whether it produces a consensus that tastes everyone well.”

„Even when there is just a single Nagaland citizen who opines that they produced nonsense he can easily perform his own National Assembly and come up with an Alternative. There are no monopolies on opinion-making or consensus-building as in dictatorships and democracies. If you compare the National Assembly of, for example, Dubai, to that of Nagaland in terms of constitutional law science, one is like a ballot sheet and the other like an empty sheet.”

„It is child-like easy to understand that a person who thinks of a white sheet as a ballot sheet is going to cross out spaces where it makes no sense. There are no checkboxes there, not even in a magic ink that only shows up on heating up like in a cash bill. Unless you are a traitor, it makes no sense to place speculations on crossing out spaces by guessing checkboxes might be printed around them at a later point just because that is what some other countries do.”

„Why is Nagaland’s way of making every citizen, infant to senior, man and woman alike, a President of National Assembly supreme to the customs in surrounding India and beyond? For the protocols, I am asking that myself as a rhetorical question for you. Here is an example. Take the fake news crisis currently haunting your guild.”

„In one instance, a fake news item was produced just in time and supplemented with the fake-fake news it had already been circulating among insiders for weeks. Some weeks later, another fake news piece comes around with the claim specific bits thereof would now have been corroborated by insiders. What kind of insiders are these who have not been on the inside of it before the public?”

„Bullshit like this can busy dictatorial and democratic assemblies over their entire lifetimes, but you need the Nagaland way of life to find it dismantled in real time. Fake news are being fabricated by government conspiracies to piss of each other, but where there are no checkboxes there are no conspiracies.”

„With just a few strikes of a pen, anyone may draw up so many things so much nicer than anything anyone could make out of a checkbox, and with unlimited choices and variations. This is true Anarchy, the best heritage of mankind. And in case you are getting of of breath it also has a donkey door for you.”

„But first the explanation why this difference on the issue of the checkboxes matters so much. The generations who grew into the digital age are familiar with the distinction between hardware and software – between the machine that provides a blanket capacity and the specific application made of it. It is of the same weight as the one between read only and random access memory.”

„The ballot-based approach to run a National Assembly, regardless to whether the procedure is unhampered or being manipulated upon, is like a machine whose range of application is crippled by fundamental flaws of its construction. Like a network where theoretically everyone can connect to everyone else, but it has a monopoly or a few oligarch marketplaces already printed upon.”

„So, if you are in a democracy, and would like to vote for Anarchy, although your daily enslavement leaves you no way to think outside the box, then do not cross it out but just leave a dot in the centre. It has to be counted, and as an election organiser you can then see how many you are. Even more important, if you later happen to blindly continue your behaviour into Anarchy it is far less of a misbehaviour than the democratic or dictatorial prescription, which is deliberately designed for that purpose.”

„To create, foster and enhance opportunities for the wrong-wrong regime there to crumble in peace, it is necessary to work upon encompassing India as a whole in order to make the wrongdoing obvious. There is no
right in the wrong, as the slain President’s deceased international history teacher and favoured source of external reference, Francesco Lawnmaker, has regularly been quoted by her, such as there in no doubt in love."

"I see you have no questions. So please return to your office desks with an independent insight on the subject of fake news of which I can see that it is taking a lot of sleep from all of you. There are no true news in the wrong: Some fake news openly come from rackets, some covertly come from rackets, and some come from free individuals in order to throw the missile chessboard until you stop playing on it. Because, as I said, it is not a chessboard."

Number: Six
Title: Breaking: Miller On Bakersfield Incident
Date: Wednesday, Feb15th 2017
Name: Ben Epler

Content: On the issue of the trailer of bomb-grade nuclear waste scheduled for military recycling which traffic controllers found abandoned at a Bakersfield refill stop last night, there is environmental crisis manager Winston Miller on the line.

Q: "Good morning."

A: "It is spent fuel rods, that is fuel pills in conventional metal tubes, which would be melting were they not stored inside thermic absorption units designed to radiate the permanent flow of heat into the surrounding environment. You can imagine the nuclear fuel rod in the reactor like a glass of breakfast spread which you will have to send back to refill already when it is half spent because due to inferior product design the reactor spoon simply cannot get at the rest. When the glass breaks, it is going to be a sticky mess. Once taken out of the cold water, it can break without giving it a look."

Q: "And the military collects the spent barrels to scrape in order to make dirty bombs?"

A: "The containment system goes on a truck, or several on an oversize vehicle, and the load goes from the power station, maybe with a railway hop in between, to a reprocessing facility. And in this case the only path along which the Bakersfield finding would fit goes to a military installation."

Q: "And the driver abandoned the load?"

A: "The footage shows how he leaves the camera view, apparently to look for a toilet, and then he remains gone. The refill owner called for an inspection once the deliberately neutral painted truck came to significantly exceed standing time. The inspection then found it was military-bound nuclear waste."

Q: "Where does it come from?"

A: "I have not yet seen any sample analysis, but traffic topology would suggest out of the over-packed fuel pools of Diablo Canyon reactor, where frustrated engineers are glad if the military takes them without sending back a bill and without clear liability and balances and if fire regulators look the other way."

Q: "And why is it left like that?"

A: "The truck driver was not found, neither dead nor alive. Any traceable network devices remained in the
vehicle. The vehicle was finally taken care of by a decontamination squad after measurements of heat and radiation. So at the end of the night we are not certain why, except maybe as a gesture to cool down speculation on Diablo Canyon."

Q: „The driver is still missing?“

A: „There is no information on the issue of defection versus abduction, except that the motives thereof are mutually exclusive. Either the driver lost faith in the sense of his job. Or someone with a meddling capacity there lured to kill. In the best case the DC project."

Q: „In case this is something Unitedstates is kind of inflicting upon themselves, such as in the trade towers crash where a wing of their death squads defected and declared war upon them, what does it mean with regard to the so-called anti-establishment administration?“

A: „It is a crown of sharks planted upon an establishment mutiny. Unitedstates got a financial speculator to perform a formally spotless instance of an hostile takeover on them as they failed on their external opponents, in accordance with the rule to give them a double dose of their own medicine."

Q: „And does it work?“

A: „It is amazing to see how weak the shark was when it started. Unitedstates essentially is a business that spills currency, sucks oil and sells death. The job is to take over this rogue business including all its entrenched particular interests, and shut it down in a way that does not harm the rest of the world. “

Q: „Example, please."

A: „You see Trump decreeing this or that contrary to the interests of the establishment. It plays out different from the predecessor who decreed with the wind if you like. This is far from meaningless gibberish, although the content thereof may be. It is a practise for the implementation of international legal regulations to shut down military bases for example. The administration of Unitedstates must be brought into a condition where the rider actually rides the horse and not the other way round. The advantage of the shark is that the shark does not believe in its food."

Q: „Do you argue Trump?“

A: „Trump does not make sense but way. Like the compressor in the church organ does not make music. When they need someone to make sense you might find it is someone who cannot make way. But that becomes an internal issue."

Q: „Come on."

A: „We need to give them internal issues in order for them to learn what that is and get able to handle it for themselves without our guidance, as well as to respect it in others. On the small scale, they might surround a few native speakers of us with foreign speakers of them, but in the whole picture we are the many foreign speakers surrounding their native tongue. A clear moral difference, they threaten these on the brink of extinction and we not."

Q: „So Trump being unable to control bomb grade material is merely the tip of an iceberg?“

A: „It is the drop that makes the barrel run over. Obviously when someone defecates in front of the casino
entrance you have to change the doorman. Like the American computer firm that delivered their products with the root password ‘manager.’ When someone reported a security breach, the first thing they would do is ask have you already changed the manager?“

Q: „What can we do to defeat the remaining establishment racket and make our lands safe for anarchy?“

A: „I hope Trump is repelling enough not to be attractive to anyone than personality cult quitters looking out for a temporary substitute. When you are real, you do not need any of them. These sharks are there to flesh out the establishment.‟

Q: „Quick, please speed it up faster.‟

A: „The problem is what if the heat absorption unit fails. The heat pours out of there by the minute, and if it is not being absorbed properly it is going to melt down everything in an hour. Quicker than you can do anything against it. Or when it is left behind like trash, has it already failed and danger is to spring up soon? That is why the refill owner is so furious about them.‟

Q: „Why does this matter?“

A: „Despite unreported in fake news, the man said the truck driver talked to him during a coffee break in a slow hour and told him he was planning to drive beyond the mountain. Allegedly he renewed a reserve tire cover. Everything the refill owner says suggests abduction. Quite a moral difference. Defectors are heroes, abductors are scum.‟

Q: „What does it mean when the establishment cuts the branch it is sitting upon?“

A: „The establishment efforts to harness the man into a credit scheme have already crashed, we are merely seeing the rubble. This situation requires people who are deaf to deterrence but able to echo the language of violence. If that also deters it, so be it. But the actual purpose of it is to set the record straight.‟

Q: „What can we do from the outside?“

A: „The effect of zero hedge serfdom is that it takes everything that is meant for the children and grandchildren and leaves them with ever more worthless money instead. Zero interest rate means that the assets of the future are being speculated upon as if there was no future. Unitedstates stays permanently close to zero as to suggest it had begun moving away. But the point is to make them increase their interest rates before being able to conquer these they intend to force their fraudulent and murderous currency upon. Then it can shrink and the trade war can end.‟

Q: „How is it to be achieved?“

A: „All it takes for a sober revaluation is truth to come through. Actually, all targets this dying culture is attempting to entangle have permanently disqualified it and are clearly not interested in someone too dumb to understand his own disqualification. The only thing that still keeps up the dollar bubble are the lies and forgeries suggesting it was otherwise. If you were to believe the fraud, the enemies of Unitedstates were heaping praise upon it.‟

Q: „And they aren‟t?“

A: „You name it. That‟s why it stinks. It is all identity theft and preaching to the choir. Currency is meant to
express trust, so when the issuer of the currency is all false then you can effectively scrap the currency, and that is the case with Unitedstates dollar. This is the immediate next step on the road to freedom.

Q: “Will never get away from zero hedge?”

A: “Exactly. What you are seeing by their central bank is all theatrics along the line, if you lead then we will follow and pretend we had led you. That’s in a nutshell why they never get anywhere because they made it unattractive to help them. If you were to help them, they would be wasting some of it for damaging your interest in truth and nurture their own vanity.”

Q: “But if I want to help them, I mean really help them and not their illusions and deceptions?”

A: “Then help that truck driver for example. Either he left it as is for a good reason, or he was attacked by people with bad reasons. But this is becoming an internal issue. As foreigners, we can only help by dismantling Unitedstates to cease its aggressions against peaceful people.”

Q: “What do you propose?”

A: “There has been a flood of false hints to the investigation of the Bakersfield incident. The driver would have been seen here or there, would have sent a message from here or there, or taken a purchase. Almost all of them come from the same source, which is a government office. I propose you prepare for their shock waiting to come upon Americans with the realisation that their world view is not true.”

Q: “How can you tell?”

A: “From their imagination of the future. It is as grotesque as the galley slave dreaming of ever bigger galleys. Fossil and nuclear are not for crossing the gravitation barrier. In the idea of looting Earth to colonise the Solar system you can see barbarians on steroids. This is a grave symptom of capitalist democracy, that is kleptocracy, taking the meaning out of life. Bad people sell and buy surrogates then.”

Q: “It’s Lenin’s destructive forces of imperialism?”

A: “What is to be done to roll back the liar currency and with it the meaningless speculation that threatens your life is the achievement of a consensus in understanding that it only can be successfully replaced after it has been entirely rolled back. That means these who might want to replace it differently can only succeed by putting that goal behind, and when it is rolled back then possible replacements may put those differences behind.”

Q: “Huh?”

A: “The biggest phoney replacement, phoney because it does not wait for the completion of the rollback as to put itself ahead of others, is the euro currency. You don’t need to look at Greece to understand that these worthless bills basically are occupation food stamps. It is not suitable as a replacement, and so are any trade pacts attached to it, because they are designed diametrically against the proper procedure.”

Q: “Everyone has to wait until the big lie has failed completely?”

A: “VCVG says, once everyone agrees what it is it goes away like water vapour in hot air. Everyone interested in truth has to come to agree with each other what it is. To achieve the desired result, he is not giving a definition but instead narrating down the background noise of evil distraction and propaganda lies resulting
Number: Seven
Title: Tasmania Forest Administration Summons Hunters For Cleanup
Date: Thursday, Feb 16th 2017
Name: Floria N. Hubbard

Content: After the spectacular resignation of a local area forestry official over alleged anonymous blackmail containing only thinly veiled threats concerning a placement of land mines, the Forestry Administration of Tasmania followed up with a blanket call upon hunters in the region to observe and report similar incidents. In the concerned area, a mountain-side multi-generation renaturation effort, an administrator had reported an organised force interfering with his work.

Apparently the attacker resented the fresh approach to allow people to save trees by removing death certificates from them, and retaliated by marking other trees for cutting, in forgery of the official notification thereof. The local area administrator had just taken over the place from an outgoing pensioner and said the marks were easy to recognise for a forest management professional and distinct from his own, such as the literate person can see the difference between written text and monkeys dancing the keyboard.

He added that if any instance of certification vandalism was spotted in an area, it meant that all the predecessor's remaining cutting marks were to be rated as invalid and ordered for removal by appropriate means. He elaborated that he believed he was selected for the post due to arbitrary reasons and requested removal of all irreversible and reversible handling marks from all trees to prepare the area for an unbiased successor. The Forest Administration said for conservation reasons it would not disclose the specific location.

After commercial contractors had been given a treaty supplement to sign that they would not arbitrarily damage vegetation just because it was there, the vandalism had taken the form of cut-down notifications put on the trees either with paint or textile markers. An official said as the department was just considering to switch the whole territory to reversible marks for higher conservation efficiency by random external review, the vandalism was likely to be a deliberate act of sabotage against the progress.

When death marks can be removed by anyone without a trace, forest administrators are better motivated to make responsible choices because everyone can save badly chosen trees simply by plucking off the death certificates. The local area administrator that now had resigned for proper procedure had earlier said he would increase the efficiency even further by making reversible marks never with fresh fabric but only by the down-cycling of otherwise spent one as to leave no doubt about the wider environmental context.

The fake cutting marks which have appeared in huge numbers appear to be deliberately designed to spoof an area administrator’s instructions to subordinate workers and spoil his work results both in terms of conservation and material results. The department official said the local area administrator found several types of fake death certificates – from spoiling both a wood harvest and an animal conservation effort by marking trees to be cut that are economically worthless but ecologically valuable habitats, to grotesque attempts of having corporate logos cut into a hill for aerial view by selecting trees for death in a row or around a corner or circle.

Irreversible marks that require special treatment, equipment and work effort to remove them from a tree surface were also abused, but apparently they did not give the perpetrators an emotional kick of the kind provided by attempting to squeeze themselves ahead of the progress they resented as to derail it.
The administration stated that, instead of nailing medals to the trees that only another government would be able to reproduce, it was now going for a fresh start, and all cutting instructions as of this point were to be seen as invalid and removed, with new ones only to be brought out after destructive interference was ended.

"We do not take any authoritarian measures," the forester said. Everyone can kill themselves in a forest but most people do not. Everyone can kill a tree in the forest but most people do not. "When there is a surge of either, it is to be resolved outside the forest." But that did not mean it was not to be stopped inside.

"We are calling on all hunters in the region to check the areas of their permits for what at the first glance looks like the work of the forester, but beyond that gives them the overall impression that it is not, and contact these in charge for verification. From now on, give the benefit of the doubt to the tree not the bullet. Don’t shoot anyone feeling lucky, the person may be performing a legitimate removal of a reversible death mark. Do not kill the perpetrators in the beauty of Nature, instead let them leave and see whether any trees walk out with them."

"Take special care where the forest looks as if apes had marched the keyboard. The risk we face by the instruction spoofing is like an invasive species that threatens to eat everything, including your shooting permit. All your administration obligations remain in the hands of the concerned homeland branches. But if you do not like your gun to be replaced with a loose cannon, you will understand a forester who does not like anyone to spoof his instructions, not even when he grants everyone an iron hand to dodge any of his bullets if they deem it worth the lifetime.”

"As forest administrators, we can learn a lot from hunters when we train our staff to respect the age pyramid of the species population. The foresters are just beginning to learn that they must not go for ivory. This heinous parasite is much like the other species you observe, when there is overpopulation it can be seen from how the treatment of the food changes to ever more careless pillage, while it is not easy to find traces where rare animals have eaten. The medical recommendation is let the parasite walk away to assert yourself you have it entirely removed, and if the triple offer to let go is not being taken you see overpopulation.”

"Let me make one more point that may concern you deeper. Where forestry is not being done properly or done wrong or improvement efforts are being attacked, hunting permits use not to last longer than a generation, although legally they could be inherited. That is so because even if you do not want to be a looter, when these in front of you in the thicket queue are nothing more than a pillage mob, independent feet will not follow up in your footsteps. You may find yourself and what you do in the role of a threatened species."

"But here is an opportunity to change this. Look out for signs of the tree spoof invasion. The change from irreversible to reversible take-away marks is as important as it was to have hunting guns equipped with targeting telescopes. We are working to stop forestry staff from taking blind shots as you have chosen to abstain from under the risk of legal conflict when you obtained your permit."

The announcer pointed to a court verdict which said a public relations business which had put “for sale” signs on old-growth trees three to take photographs to be used in the sale of an unrelated legacy firm somewhere in the world market had been required to remove its decoration on leave, since the content thereof referred to the pictures not the trees.
Content: Followoter Texts PS 1.000 Breakthrough – „Micro-climate Sub-manager System now beta operational and developing“ the message said. The breakthrough was achieved by a Palestinian student in Gaza who had joined the PS 1.000 project (see past reports at this site) in the violent surge but failed to obtain a microwave oven.

After he had been caught on camera taking a Bible from a sectarian desk in the Jerusalem Tourist Zone, and also associated with email content from the project, he was covertly rated as a dangerous subject by the occupation regime and targeted by covert micro-sabotage actions.

Once the Israelis had learned that the student had used a series of conventional ovens instead, they covertly snatched the baking tins from his house, and left a desktop pad instead advertising Unitedstates military aid to the tactical satellite state.

But as the conventional electrical ovens were not able to read anything and it effectively did not matter whether there was a Bible inside, or not, or anything else, the series of experiments with a wide range of different devices in various places produced a cumulative meta-result.

Without input signal, the now jobless microscope regulation unit turned into a micro-climate sub-manager. That means it can be connected to any micro-climate management unit, and then provides a kind of x-ray contrasting its micro-climate management capability profile against the ideal such system.

Micro-climate management may appear a clouded technical term, but it is an everyday issue and a micro-climate management unit can be a cave, a tent, a hut of live green twigs, a cabin, a house, a trailer, a castle, a palace, a church, a temple or anything that closes its inside from its outside tighter than a stand-alone tree.

Inside, the unit has its own micro-climate independent of the outside climate at certain degrees of quantity and quality according to the type of unit and its construction. The MSMS serves as an effort multiplier putting all these units and their specific advantages and disadvantages into one consistent association.

For example, it can put together such information that a tent in the rain after a while requires an unconventional lighter to cope with air humidity, and that a screen-made house with a thermostat floor requires an asymmetric appropriation tactic to cope with banking scams.

A comfortable forest dwell with natural material only requires specific weather and handling of the material. A cabin requires to keep live fire locked up and going regular just to maintain a constant temperature at the expense of other parameters such as air composition.

Followoter said the research showed that humanity had not developed so far away from caves yet, as for all more developed units the problem was not so much that there were not enough of them, but that there was a monopoly attached to them grabbing everyone’s decisions.

Yet since buildings are human-made constructs, their configurations also reflect the big wrongs of the respective age or era. The monopoly character of the business meant that something might get rated as satisfying merely because it has its own micro-climate, whatever content, reference and other qualities may be. Like the naive tribesman would take any cave he could get, the likewise naive industrial man was expected to take any house merely because it offered a highly insulated micro-climate.

In the view of the credit provider, for the achievement of the sale of the property the technologically provided
micro-climate is not the passenger on the bench but the horse in front of the carriage. It is like with the first houses which had electric lights, which made it the only way to sell a house designed to mimicry a glow bulb, because some customers could be convinced it was an unique quality just like the scent of a specific species of flower.

The PS 1.000 micro-climate sub-manager does not even need a Bible or an oven at hand to research and investigate the qualities and deficits of a specific micro-climate management unit. This is crucial, as widespread flaws have turned out to be central elements on higher abstraction levels in the handling of some of the units.

Ahmed Benes, the Palestinian inventor who had household items stolen by occupation soldiers, said if Saddam Hussein’s soldiers when they came to Kuwait in 1990 to bring the Palestinians there back home would have had the MSMS, they could have turned the Harton Princevard propaganda attack – in which a rogue sect abused a Hospitaller’s identity – into a victory against the enemy. The rumours of early born tossed out of clinical incubators could have been turned into a quality management report about the devices.

Benes said it is like illiteracy – with the knowledge how to find the difference between good and bad, right and wrong, true and false spreading it was to be expected that the quality of any offers would improve with upgraded demand. If you look back in the past to see which books have survived their authors, or even only which narratives were reproduced later, from times of widespread illiteracy this is not much and that little often is not worth much.

He emphasised that his research mattered immediately for the Palestinian population since in a purely scientific sense Israeli settlements were micro-climate management units as well, and appearing in an interesting contrast on the background of the whole spectrum of the functional abstraction. Settlements are multi-purpose technology installed in a single-purpose configuration, while mud huts in refugee camps are single-purpose technology burdened with a multi-purpose one, just to contrast the starkest opposites.

He said when he figured this out, he remembered that he had opened the Christian book on the page it would open up by itself, and presumably as a distributor’s joke that was where it read that the first would become the last and the last the first in terms of eternal justice.

If the people in the settlements in advance were put in charge of the construction capacities, the result would probably be different from uniform government architecture that permeates endless war, because it illegitimately mixes qualities of something that regularly is to be taken off and something else that is never taken off into one intransparent thing.

He joked the more transparent the architecture of a settlement is, the more intransparency there currently is with regard to the making thereof. However, when micro-climate – which enables people inside it to forget any outside influences – is as widely understood as literacy expanded from an elite establishment to the whole masses, these buildings for all common sense will appear like quaint museum artefacts.

The micro-climate submanagement system developed out of the peerless microscope controller would indiscriminately dig out any construction weaknesses from more than an handful of abstraction levels even in the most complex construct.

In the current development path, MSMS is seen to have the potential to make entrapment entirely futile. Benes also offered an opinion on what he described as the Israeli brutality in the conduct of the occupation. Either, he said, this is the standard at which hey want themselves to be handled, or they are not serious.

“Israel is always getting so aggressive in trying to revive their forefathers’ ways of life that one might be
tempted to think their collective ego never grew above that imbecile king they had so long ago, who was still capable of slinging out stones against the heads of opponents after he had himself suffered a bad hit and become incapable of almost everything else.”

He blamed the Hamas government for complicity in covert micro-sabotage by the enemy and said an official spokesperson lied when it claimed that Gaza only had known of micro-sabotage efforts when it became obvious that they were all coming from one monopoly source, although an amount of parallel strains of unresolved instances sufficient to carry the weight of the accusation occurred, and many of them were publicly discussed before. He closed with the warning to underestimate micro-sabotage of the described type as little as the ignition fuse in a bomb.

Number: Nine
Title: Indian Cardinal Reprimands Rural Superstition
Date: Saturday, Feb 18th 2016
Name: Rex Legoi

Content: A leading Catholic figure has jumped on the discourse about increased reports of religious miracles occurring in India. Shiva Alexander, the Vatican’s chief representative for the South Asian world region, was quoted by Church-run news agencies with the statement that „silver bullets belong into the melting pot.“ Background is increased speculation around small-time valuables following the government’s revoke order for high end banknotes.

The reports said that some provincial areas had been busied with a story of a war orphan allegedly saved from a silver bullet by a stone carried on its heart. The reports said when the silver bullet was fired at the child, a flame occurred but nothing happened – except that the pocket was empty, the stone was not found again, and the bullet resurfaced in the local Women’s League’s tipping jar.

The Cardinal said while it was known that the stone had come from an open source guru nearby, who would give one to everyone happening to come around to the source he was sitting upon, no one was able to provide reliable information where the silver bullet had come from, although the cartridge case was found there as well.

„The biggest temptation to avoid in mutual love is to try to take another shot with it. Don’t. Put it into the melting pot. A good teacher on a good source can help where it is necessary, as God will, but making an industry of it would enforce uniform clothing with uniform pockets and deprive open sources of the last stones in them. This is a flower rarely to be plucked, and if so only by these certain that they will carry it on. And the silver bullet belongs into the melting pot. Not to make a silver plate of it, but to be put together with all the other items of its kind before a decision what to make thereof.”

The cleric argued that the top priority in the handling of it was to avoid any temptation to have further shots taken either with this specimen or produce other ones for that purpose. „Silver bullets are superstition. They can only be fired with weapons that could also kill with paperwork, but whose users favour to inflict the most cruel form of death.”

„The intention of silver bullets is to break the point. Breaking the point is when you follow up to someone’s argument but are breaking the point in it. For example, when the argument is, please do not fire steel bullets against me, breaking the point is akin to using a silver bullet instead – because the point is to avoid destructive impact, and replacing one kind of metal with another does not achieve that, obviously. Breaking the point means, I have heard your argument and chose to ignore it by brute force. Don’t. Every argument that can lift up
itself is vulnerable to it unless put behind a shield.”

Cardinal Alexander also denied rumours that he had embezzled a ticket he received from a traffic controller that fined the lack of a mandatory first aid set in his car. According to the quotes, it was a taxi and the ticket given to its driver. He also said he did not make use of an offer to direct drivers to a specific refill offering him a special price reduction not because he thought like a tax inspector but for role model reasons, since if he had taken it others would have had to pay more.

The Guru who had handed out the stone was not available for comment and locals said he had vanished in the early stages of the news, leaving behind only a cleaned-up source. The Cardinal said all he could find out about the man who played the stone instead of throwing it was that he was said to be a Reggae musician who might sound like a broken record to someone deliberately luring for it but actually was not. He added that the orphan had great luck since no Guru was available on a silver plate, but only by taking care of the sources as if he was not necessary.

The Cardinal elaborated that the superstitious belief in silver bullets resulted from industrial speculation over the mining of the metal and price paid for it by destruction of habitat and territory. Economically, if you can afford to purchase the silver at a price driven up by an overheated market, then you can also be expected to put similar amounts of money into a lot of other things, even though at low probability still with a huge surplus to be speculated upon by the potential recipient, argues land reform theorist Rag Ma. Hence, a person threatened with a silver bullet must theoretically also fear a few more likewise expensive threats, which among the financially illiterate would generate a broad fear thereof.

As a result, where there is no understanding of the effects of failed investment and abusive currency, there is all the more fear of any discernible signs thereof, and the silver bullet may appear in that role. It was not clear though who had deployed the silver bullet in the first place, and neither of the involved was able to tell. The Cardinal said that the orphan probably was targeted as a trophy and that the shooter was likely not aware of the power of the Guru.

Stopping short of mentioning species, the cardinal said that when he was a child he saw a Guru pluck flower calyaxes out of a plant like thorns and drink their nectar like Hofmann acid. Shiva Alexander concluded that silver bullets are associated with rogue members of a landlord caste called Hedos and haunted by a guilt inheritance of false choices on issues like land use. There was no hint explaining why the orphan, whose name was refused by the Women’s League, became a target, except maybe it being a criminal preference.

Number: Ten
Title: Ghanaan Psychiatrist On French Street Violence
Date: Monday, Feb 20th 2017
Name: Jeanne Bann-Waldhofer

Content: (seminar video excerpt translation transcript) „To understand the current woes of France you have to understand Napoleon. Napoleon was Europe’s military answer to the establishment of Unitedstates with the congenital error of slavery. Napoleon understood that it was not a new level of independence, but a historical step back which took the Christian world from enslaving others to enslaving itself. As a result, he tried to lead Europe for a historical alternative. After several hinge battles, Napoleon was defeated by the transatlantic entanglement of Britain, and Europe fell back on colonialism, but not without a few significant changes.”

„Current France is still suffering an ongoing influence of colonial soldiers returning from military occupations
in Africa and many, many places rarely mentioned elsewhere, all of which blend the customs and manners they
developed as foreign aggressors back into their homeland society. Since anyone can remember, France is in a
military deadlock re-importing the most refined varieties of its own brutality.”

„But first for the change Napoleon made. When he went across intra-European language barriers, his officials
found for example that some people would speak about the idols in their worship houses in the same tone as
about their cattle, and when the translator was angry confused people found churches turned into barns. In areas
that had little economy but pilgrims and robbers he replaced the entire corrupt establishment with these he had,
for the purpose of annexation, kicked out of the other side of the big river.”

„What happened after the so-called independence of Unitedstates is that the most corrupted heartlands of
Europe by means of external decree got under new management, such as Unitedstates now under its forty-fifth
president Trump. The clerics were sent back to their churches, the soldiers were returned to their barracks, and
the palaces they had shared became museums. And so did the landscape. When I was there a guide showed me
a forest path, and said, look, one side is church-managed and the other is state-managed, and since Napoleon
that is separated.”

„Why? Because Napoleon understood that colonialism was a demographic problem and was not interested to
found a dynasty and further fire up the population growth that had led to external aggression. That is why the
reactionaries despised him, because population growth and surplus population export were existential
components in their attempts to outmatch each other.”

„Maybe he would have founded one after achieving a result that defused the idea from the false incentives of
associative speculation, but it did not come to that. It came to the horrible assassinations and deportations of the
country’s opposition when it insisted on truth a century later. It came to the loss of military supremacy on the
subcontinent to Germany and then Britain and Unitedstates. It came to the quenching of an insurrection of the
fittest.”

„This is where the baton rape case comes into view. The police explanation of the incident of course is as
ridiculous as the use of a sledgehammer to put a marriage photograph on the wall. The evidence suggests that
the baton was held in the hand as if it was meant to resemble. The only thing that could produce worse injury
was if the stick was fixated and the body was moving. It is a bad idea to try in a street confrontation in the first
place, just as if they were to try to take fingerprints on the spot, only that in this case the damage is to the work
result not the victim’s body.”

„If French police say the type of baton used was not suitable to be used that way and that should be seen as an
indication that it wasn’t, then it is just as well possible that a device unsuitable for internal use was used
internally. Although the notorious McTaggart case was no rape case, the contradictions in the official apology
resemble these found here.”

„With the reservation of lack of official confirmation, what the victim said before the rape, namely ‘you (the
officials of the state) are stealing our time’ evidently is coined upon these standing behind the street personnel,
the commanders and politicians. If a cop feels tempted to respond to that with an intrusion either without a
baton or with, one urgently ought to question what is going on behind him. Does he pass on the abuse and
aggression of his bosses? As a witness, you should be tossing a coin to give a hint. When none are available,
you can also use CDs or data screens or local community sermons.”

„Don’t be disturbed by the role of France as the most despised European country in Unitedstates. It resents
France that it ceased daring to challenge their hegemony. This is quite a weird resentment, because France lost
that role to Germany one generation after it killed the best of itself in the so-called Paris Uprising of 1870.
Napoleon being the military answer to Washington, Paris can be understood as the civilian answer to Lincoln.”

„Napoleon wanted to show that it is possible without slavery as well to conquer a landmass to lift it up, Paris intended to show emancipation is possible without corruption as well. And it would have been without monopoly sabotage. It is here where Karl Marx’ observation fits in that Lincoln would have lost on the brink of success if the reactionaries in Europe had been only a little stronger. The Paris Commune tried nevertheless.”

„The problem is that Napoleon was a military man. Military men are blind for the distinction between natural order and man-made order. The indigenous fighter of a small community may be able to make a difference between the mountain geography and the border line, that happens to be in the middle between the best suitable places for the horse barns, even though there are no horses any more, only a fossil refill where there had been green meadow. But current time soldiers are unemployed on death row that jumped out of some computer screen.”

„So, Napoleon did not make a land reform but only a land swap. What is the difference? Land reform means that the entire network of social associations projected on land is declared invalid and replaced by a new one. Like with draining the swamp, for example near Arvandrud, the labyrinth becomes a plain field. But although land reform may be in the yoke of monoculture, land reform is not monoculture. It can also be used to produce agreements and structures that are in harmony with geography and the interests of species.”

„Land swap however only is the installation of a new management, while the management procedures and arrangements are not fundamentally re-evaluated. So what Napoleon did with the German heartland, which during the crusades had gone the other way than the rest of Europe with the clerics ending up on top of the oligarchy, by replacing the clerics with a defeated oligarchy from the other river bank, he put the territory back to the historical crossroads in, but not back to where it had been before the crusades. That next step only could have come from the Paris Commune.”

„In the twentieth century, based on the incomplete repair, fake oligarchs took the place to challenge Unitedstates on the ground of the remainder of the social system that had brought about the crusades and the colonies, and failed because they did not take into account that Europe is one of several subcontinents of Asia, its first one seen from the Atlantic, certainly, but not its only one. Both Kaiser and Hitler ended up in unsuitable tactics, since such a challenge would only have had a chance of success on the ground of the Paris Commune heritage, but the Germans defrauded and oppressed it as well, putting a side-load of trying to get a foot into their neighbour’s open door on the issue and thereby ruining its balance.”

„Napoleon had understood that another avalanche of empire migration such as in the period that turned the tropical habitats into deserts was to be avoided, and that a shift of colonialist hegemony over the Atlantic might be the first step in it. What came up over there might be the first chain link in a long brutal row of galley slave gangs on nukes. The so-called American independence was not some kind of historical progress, but the cooking pot of military haughtiness on the fire of colonialism boiling over the edge. It is blatantly ridiculous to assert independence for someone addicted to asymmetric spying, like a parasite on its host.”

„In this century it has become self-evident to all the world that this is a far bigger menace than the resentment of the then losers, that turned against Napoleon because it was was not able to reach at these it meant. It is now clear as noonday that if empire was to crash and from there migrate to, e. g., China, and another generation later it might be Persia or the then former Amazon, it would be a climate disaster without backup. The Northern hemisphere already is the backup for the climate disaster of the last millennia as it is on the books.”

„One man’s holy book is another man’s eye into the other’s life. When you desecrate the other’s book then you destroy your own outlook there. This is essentially the meaning Napoleon signalled to the crusaders — by your
abuse you are damaging your recruitment. After the European establishment was left by the overseas branches it could not longer be denied that what the disastrous consequences of religious war were."

„One man’s grain of sand may be another man’s pearl. An answer to a particular incompatibility cannot only be scaled up but also scaled down, and occasionally must be when dirt is in the air like noise. Napoleon understood the West but not the East, and failed to Asian men armed with icicles in their beards. Hitler understood neither because he was a trench actor relying on his advisers.”

„Napoleon had been a French factor in the development of the country’s neighbours in the commutative sense of the word. Even generations later, his role and influence there can be clearly factored out and replaced with the same by someone else. For example, after the defeat of Hitler Stalin did a regional land swap too, and the exile government he brought in then did land reform way better than in the prototype model, although it was still vulnerable to trade war. In comparison, not a single instance of Unitedstates regime change ever got out of the military hospital alive. Japan for instance behaves like a patient that cannot gather sufficient motivation to return home although it is no longer in bloody bandages for a while already.”

„It is at this point where Nato comes into our view. Projected as a packaging for Unitedstates military occupation bases in Central Europe, some of which are being abused for unrelated external aggressive particular interests, what you now can see in Nato is an inmates gathering trying to run the expendable institution as an exchange club – your troops vacation in my country, mine in yours, like boy scouts. Certainly after a while systematic abuse is going to be an issue resulting thereof. Hitler is dead, these patients are to be free. Nato is to be shut down without firing a shot, please, France.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

27
An Anonymous User user going by the name has published a document described as “The Ringwall Protocol” at the open-source anti-capitalist indymedia network. The posting said the Ringwall Protocols are a documentation of a dialogue among two of the four elements of the Ramsay group, which is actually a single person playing its own office staff to teach sense, act up and turn tables on a corporate level. The name was chosen in honour of a prominent twentieth century communist standing representative for the many nameless who lost their lives to the death of capitalism.

Grimmelshausen: „The wind is vehement but the sail is well put. This is the night it would not stop telling to us: Keep your flame small and well under the cover.”

Abgar: „This is the place where so many have come before us. These are the stones so many have weighed before us. This is the dream so many have dreamt before us.”

Grimmelshausen: „The trees are not as good as they used to be. They used to be older, more together, not like these. Is this a recovery effort from what happened to them?”

Abgar: „The trees are so young and the stones are so old. And the big rock over there barely shines in the light of the crescent moon as fierce wind fiddles the naked trees.”

Grimmelshausen: „Where you see settlements looking up it reminds what the lands had been before garrisons placing their expectorations next to us. This is the legacy of our extinction, but still we are not.”

Abgar: „The ringwalls were home to so many through the times of this land, the documented appendix and the undocumented lion’s share of time. The ringwalls are the answer, analysis and antidote to this.”

Grimmelshausen: „This is the means the creator of the land has provided for this case. These are the stones that take effort to be carried uphill and go downhill by themselves.”

Abgar: „This is the benchmark to finger upon in order to find out whether it were free people in true solidarity who built up this ringwall or broken captives worked to death.”

Grimmelshausen: „The fierce wind alone is a job to be mastered well, as we do here and now, as well in the memory of the many destroyed by castles and barns.”
Abgar: „And as well of the some resurrected with trees after the buildings were gone. Into this wind we put the seeds of the future taken back as the current of history faces inversion.”

Grimmelshausen: „It pours in little creeks down in all directions and adds up in the big stream passing by that has swallowed so many occupations and still remains clean.”

Abgar: „There is rain in the clouds but the sail takes hail. The world up and down is in turbulence and the atmosphere struggling for balance.”

Grimmelshausen: „Turmoil would be better put as the world is in flames and war ravaging from one end to another and violent death goes on moment to moment.”

Abgar: „The climate is insidious and the weather hostile, with no chance of survival as we were created. Only equipment and reserves and knowledge keep us alive.”

Grimmelshausen: „It is this very moment a time of transition, not of arrival. It is circumstance which forbids us to live out our ancient heritage of Nature.”

Abgar: „It is circumstance which requires us to have civilisation and some of its risks with us to stand these circumstances. All better circumstances are already spent.”

Grimmelshausen: „So much of the world for which we were created is spent already. There may be circumstances to live the ancient life in this ringwall this year, but they are not now.”

Abgar: „The requirements of the ancient way of life are not fulfilled now. The actual climate catastrophe has already happened long ago. It required us to have civilisation at an irresponsible cost and effort. Now the remedy is killing the patient.”

Grimmelshausen: „The climate catastrophe is not new, it is another wave of what killed our past. As to science, we might be able to clothe ourselves in air but find no shadow any more.”

Abgar: „The world is in flames not only in terms of gun barrels but in terms of a hostile atmosphere in the literal sense of the meaning of all of the words. Hostile.”

Grimmelshausen: „Hostile it is already, but at another opportunity there might be a chance to take that path throughout time along which all the generations rest.”

Abgar: „Rest to teach in their death what their lives could not teach to us, and with their presence alone let us see our own places and roles in this long march toward freedom in devotion.”

Grimmelshausen: „Devotion in freedom as the ancestors who took the ash cloth in the eyes of
God alone when they ruled things and not with things ruling them.”

Abgar: „Take the ash, worship the Sun and the living Earth you sit upon, and if you see a nightmare she will be quaking and sliding with you in the deepest hours of silence.”

Grimmelshausen: „Earth is the mother and the ash of a clean fire is the salt of her tears. Nothing that was taken its life by or for fire is in this, collected by myself along the hitherto trail of my fires.”

Abgar: „The cloth of ash is of another quality than the cloth of air, although one contains another. It requires its bearer as you know like me to change among sunlight and shadow like between breathing out and in.”

Grimmelshausen: „The fire may be on the naked Earth as its ash dries all attachments in it drop off like the flow of the past. And the colour of it shows how far your flame has come through.”

Abgar: „It is as the teachers of ancient time and current gatekeepers of cultural heritage where it is lived use to say, the ash cloth is the highest of all, like the ringwall on a mountain of clothing.”

Grimmelshausen: „The highest of all they say, is there nothing above? Ash is burned to death, even from the most innocent of fires. Whatever would breathe the eternity of the ash when alive might be higher.”

Abgar: „Higher than the sacred path to face God alone in Nature and let the species wait for its sins? That could only be the case if it followed God in Nature alone. I would like it to be but here we are.”

Grimmelshausen: „Here we are where the trees cry neglect and healing for centuries is to be put going from nothingness and what people like you and me carry with us.”

Abgar: „Ash is not in my bag for this time of the year, and still we talk as if we were in it for now. The ash cloth is casting its shadow ahead.”

Grimmelshausen: „It is an hint at the highest of all but not what it says in itself. The genes in our bodies are our bodies, but the ash cloth is dead and only a message of what it is about when the live Sun pours in.”

Abgar: „It is the highest of all because anything higher than it might immediately become the lowest of all when the live species gets it wrong. The dead always understand but they are dead.”

Grimmelshausen: „We cannot reach for the ash cloth at this point, and neither for anything that
may be beyond it. Not because it may be hot but because the environment setting required for its successful use is not here most of the time.”

Abgar: „And if it was created it would be a cloth in itself, worthy or unworthy to be worn and carried on like any of the kind. More hostile circumstance than solution to it.”

Grimmelshausen: „Anything higher just like the circumstances for it to be could be both, depending on how the species is doing. With the ash, we die for a visit and come back.”

Abgar: „Anything higher than the ash cloth would be a visit to the live species not just the dead, and likewise an effort in itself. But could our species be worth it?”

Grimmelshausen: „It could be unworthy taking the meaning out of its life and the faith in the good in itself for that, and when it is we come here where we are.”

Abgar: „The ringwalls are the signs our ancestors have put upon this species defeated by our supreme confidence. If there is nothing good in humanity for a human to believe in they are still there.”

Grimmelshausen: „The ringwall is the backup created for the case of cultural catastrophe, essential for our place like this corner of the Earth happened to be the backup for the natural one.”

Abgar: „Man-made not natural. And yes, they are not cradles but still as hostile as anything only putting a full stop on a species falling over itself for its own failure.”

Grimmelshausen: „But if that is so, the human failure is ours as well, because we cannot go any higher than the dead because the living are too hostile to each other.”

Abgar: „When God opens up the way for humanity to raise above the dead, the passed away as well as these killed in vanity, there may be a higher cloth but it could be different than expected.”

Grimmelshausen: „When the Earth quakes in rage as you reach for the ash, it is hungry to devour the government thugs that spent their lives harassing you along your way here. As long as there is still one thug left along that way anything higher is affected as well.”

Abgar: „The only way to take the ash cloth in sincerity, truthfulness and honour is to take it uncontrolled. If you take it for trolls then it is not the highest but a distortion thereof, the same goes on anything higher than it.”

Grimmelshausen: „The only thing bad with patriarchy is the monopoly of violence. When there is neither you may even have fairer competition than in the mixed group. When there is either,
any configuration is bad.”

Abgar: „The ash cloth is the ringwall of our ancient heritage, but like for any what grows inside it depends on the present environment not the ringwall. What may rise above the ash just likewise.”

Grimmelshausen: „There is word what was saved from extinction inside these ringwalls is long extinct and they are as dead as ash. But there is natural heritage that is not extinct and you can feel it like me how it gives a glimpse of all that has been.”

Abgar: „Yes there is, but look from it down on the way from there to here first, because most of it remains in the dark from any other perspective. To shoulder it with taking up all that experience takes its time.”

Grimmelshausen: „It takes its time. What was lost is more than the handles on it we have plus all the false things done with them ever since. To put that right takes its time.”

Abgar: „It takes time. Hence on that way through that flow the ash cloth is the stepping stone upon which to reach a balanced stand before setting out foot for whatever there may be.”

Grimmelshausen: „Whatever there may be higher than ash such as life is higher than death. The meaning of the ringwall in the lands is that the future is unwritten. Life may go on from there in any direction.”

Abgar: „Not only may it go on in whatever direction, it may even avoid to make any such choice before the time has come for a choice. The ringwall means the future is unwritten.”

Grimmelshausen: „The ringwall makes the future be unwritten. The ringwall means what it is. It is higher than a symbol. Only the gene means what it is. The alphabet is not meant to be what it means. The ringwall is more essential to life than anything ever written.”

Abgar: „Organised religion believes in scripture handed on, one copy as good as another. Chaotic faith believes in virginal lands, one site as good as another. But when the land is destroyed the foundation of life is lost.”

Grimmelshausen: „And it does not help to carry it on, even if it hints here or there at the species that might make us rise above the ash, unless it helps the freedom of that species without second thought.”

Abgar: „As we said, here and now is not the place and time to try go in depth with any that may do unless on the inside of ourselves. But take care to avoid second thought even at a distance as to not get entrapped.”
Grimmelshausen: „The ringwall is a trap turned inside out, or outside in, as you like. It is as hostile to human life as all of Nature here and maybe even a bit more. But it ensures that before you may get entrapped by whoever else you would be by your own lack of thought.”

Abgar: „Here is nothing but the ring wall, or remainder thereof, and the trees, maybe leaves, and shadow if any. There is no source, there is no water, there is no food and no roof and no shelter.”

Grimmelshausen: „But there is us, and if there are to be bombs in the air this is the last place they might come down. This is forgotten by the good and overloaded with bad speculation by the evil, just take care of yourself.”

Abgar: „Take care of your self. Take time for the past, and the future, and the ash cloth as the present it is, and put all the other presents aside. If something may rise over it, it will then do in peace and so can be stepped into from here.”

Grimmelshausen: „The future is unwritten not as a lack of whatever but because it is meant to be so. It is this the spirit of this place and has always been longer than remembered by anyone there.”

Abgar: „And yet it is not now for the path to widen up for all to the ancient and eternal. The ash remains dry, the ritual unfulfilled, the breath of the wind is unfelt. And yet the dead tell what they tell.”

Grimmelshausen: „The highest live cloth is so high that the living can only offer it with success when before every social wish is fulfilled and people can trust to lift each other so high without crash.”

Abgar: „Or else it will become a loss of itself reminding only vaguely of what it leaves to be desired for, its qualities will become problems, its flexibilities obstacles. Like for this ringwall, it matters more than anything else how it is taken.”

Grimmelshausen: „Whether in freedom or in pressure, which makes a difference over it all, not only for the cloth itself, but every small or big item associated with it and its bearer in whatever way.”

Abgar: „How it is taken. How it is given. If it is higher than the ash cloth because it is living and not dead it may not be possible to take all of it alone. Like the ringwall, it matters most how it is given.”

Grimmelshausen: „If it is higher than this, then it can only be given when the species is worthy, when the species is seen as worthy by the dead who know all. In the other case it can only be a matter of fraud. When it is higher than ash then the fact that it can be offered without fraud"
shows that this species is worthy to do so.”

Abgar: „And the other way round. In the ash cloth, the dead tell us that the end of the fraud is not shown by the other case but by the death of the fraud, because one thing does not directly follow another. There is to be a discontinuity. There is to be a pause. There is to be a break.”

Grimmelshausen: „Since it is higher than the ash cloth, it does not only repel the fraud but pre- empts it whenever given the strength. For taking this way, we need our species in order first, then our things and our lives.”

Abgar: „This is the purpose of the ringwall, there may be confusion inside but under the care of clear priorities it can get along with itself. From the ash cloth onward, the order of priorities is set right.”

Grimmelshausen: „Hence it is not suitable to leave it aside or jump over it. But the ash cloth is not for life with the living. How miserable are these who wear it for a living, like cattle on the meadow, their culture hopeless and dull.”

Abgar: „How miserable would anyone be reaching beyond the ash for a living before the species is worthy to offer it without fraud. They would be killed by much worse than the broken heart you have mentioned. You may do so without speculation if you take care, but will need to be able to step back on the stone where you stand now in case it does not work out as it should.”

Grimmelshausen: „The Ringwall is unlike the alphabet, it puts an open end to events. Just like we are not just text but there and our message to whomever out there ends here.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Yet Another Screw

Number: Twelve
Title: The New Situation In Ukraine
Date: Friday, Feb 24th 2017
Name: Veronica Bower

Content: At this week’s regular Monday Rally for the resignation of the Park regime in Seoul, the 338th in a row, there was a fresh appearance: A delegate speaker from Ukraine was seen in a live video transmission from an empty church on the border to Belarus which had evaded destruction since located on the fringe of the nuclear contamination zone.

Representing a feminist group which already had staged pin-prick protests against remainders of the sweatshop industry there during the Gorbachev era, in an international solidarity effort with a strike campaign the disputed corporation’s Seoul headquarters were keen to break, the veteran activist gave an overview over the new situation in Ukraine after the Washington regime change.

After the trump decree on the revocation of his predecessor’s embrace of the Maidan movement, the dispatch of diplomatically untrained military lobbyist Andy Warhol (not related with the twentieth century figure) as Unitedstates ambassador to Kiev prompted the resignation of Poroshenko as the nation’s president and a succession crisis, since there was no candidate in lock-step with the ambassador’s agenda.

Warhol had earlier texted that he came to Ukraine to “restimulate the color revolution,” and leaked to the press a draft of an 120 day campaign involving officials of all branches and twigs of the government apparatus under the supervision of Harton-Princevard military advisers focussed on drawing up new uniform designs for their jobs. Finally, in a Trump-Putin phone call a gentleman agreement had been reached involving the return of deposed leader Yanukovic under the condition that he would wear an American-patented hat during office hours.

With the cases of Chernobyl and Fukushima in mind, the two governments then agreed that they were not interested in client nations requesting damage compensation from reactor makers, and that Yanukovic wearing the slogan “freedom and democracy” on his forehead would be their best tool to contain such claims from neighbouring Belarus, which had suffered the lion’s share of collateral damage in the landlocked reactor meltdown catastrophe.

The spokeswoman said the most significant effect of Unitedstates micromanagement attempts was that they created an incentive for the country’s foreign spies to put lipstick on their success statistics by performing risk-free busts, like stealing from foreign opponents household items which happen to be in at least one of Ukraine’s national colours.

Whenever they would return with such a trophy, it would be put on display in the light yard of their headquarters and be counted for their career advance like an operational success. This quickly caused Russia to reciprocate with its own collection. The spokeswoman explained that furniture had been taken out of the church by either side.
She said the Ukrainian situation was still relatively simple. Since Belarus remained inactive due to its practical interest in radioactive fallout compensation, and the autonomous regions did so for their theoretical awareness of this issue, there were only two sides competing each other, but an increased number thereof could further complicate things.

She elaborated that the Russian side, with a realistic understanding of the Belarus deal, had concluded that if their agents on foreign territory could convince each other that they could get away with a certain sabotage act then they could also convince each other that they would succeed bribing a foreign judge to ignore their breach of local laws. She said this speculative transgression indicated that state security offices were not an antidote or neutral to corruption, but the worst factor in establishing and extending it.

She added that colour tensions and competitions between the so-called “secret services” of the two neighbours had already escalated to the point at which representatives began covering items in their homes which they feared could become targets for the other side with their own national flags, and spy agencies were training special staff for reproducing drapery after undercover removal action. She then called those enemy flag draping freaks death squads in larvae stadium.

She pointed to the example of a past genocidal regime which had developed from the rubble of a defeated empire in her Western neighbourhood, and when it established itself was so centred around this vain infamy propped caste that it changed its host country’s national flag into their main enemy’s one supplemented with a regular pattern in the middle thereof, revealing its intent to abuse both.

Focussing on the corruption reinforcement issue, she went on that the flag in this argument represents a third condition between the two natural states of something that can be opened and closed again by design and something that by design can only open itself or get destroyed, like a door and a flower. Locks are an illusion, she said, because all keys or copies thereof are under one or another flag. But the draped flag is unique unless its pattern is deliberately being reproduced with some effort, revealing an intent to deceive in case there is one and access is revealed by the law of cause and consequence.

She rolled out that the current international justice system was incapable to defeat this kind of colour corruption since it was an oligarchy. A justice capable of taking on colour corruption, she said, required three legs as well, a religious one, a secular one, and a third one with the capability to discern which is which and properly separate one from another. She explained that in the world of today, both the foundations of a secular justice and of a religious one are already there, as well as of the expediency chair for the distinction task, although all bitterly resented by the oligarchy.

She stressed that the South Korean sweatshop strikes in the early neoliberalist era had already known that the future did not merely require changes of colours but of much more fundamental qualities, and how naive it would be to leave this to customer departments and crap pr when the currency they rely upon suffers the same flaw. She closed encouraging the South Koran anti-regime protesters to help revive London Speaker’s Corner as a West Asian platform against colour corruption, and praising the autonomous regions between all front lines for their example of showing a way without colour corruption.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Righteousness exalts a nation, but sin is a reproach to any people. —Proverbs 14:34